
electric fireplaces



The ilektro range of electric fires,
demonstrates the perfect balance
between thoughtful design and
state-of-the-art technology.

Their realistic log set pairs well with
the modern flame effect created within
the fire chamber.

The ilektro range offers a host of
options to enable you to turn your
electric fireplace into the statement
piece of your home.

With over 25 possible flame, top light
and fuel bed light combinations you
can choose to display a realistic look-
ing fire with crackle sound effect for
cosy nights in, or explore the other
colour options effective mood lighting
for any occasion.

With single-sided, double-sided and
triple-sided options available for every
model, the ilektro range allows you the
flexibility to express your style, your
way.

electric fireplaces

HIGH DEFINITION
Contoured realistic flame technology

with a custom designed hand crafted

log bed

OPTIMAL CONTROL
Your flame is able to be controlled and

customised by you along with the log

fuel bed, You can also control the colour

and brightness of the downlight as

preferred by you

SOUND EFFECT
With audio volume control, you can set

the crackling of your fire to create your

authentic fireplace

REMOTE HANDSET
With your infrared remote, control your

fire settings from the comfort of your

sofa

APP CONTROL
Convenient App control available and

compatible for most smart phones and

tablets

THERMOSTAT
Ultra quiet fan heater with a seven day

programmer thermostatically controlled.

(1-2kW)

OPTIONAL EXTRAS
Anti reflective glass and scene lighting

LEDkit available upon request

WARRANTY
2 year warranty for added assurance

Beauty, style and luxury are just some of the
features offered by ilektro.

The ilektro fireplace offers style, warmth and
practicality all wrapped up in an exquisite
glass box.

With 4 different glass variations and an array
of lighting options, this unit is sure to impress.

The ilektro comes in a choice of 7 sizes 950A,
950L, 950LT, 1250L, 1650L, 2000L and 2600L.



nine fifty aspect



twelve fifty landscape - Bay



twelve fifty landscape - Front



sixteen fifty landscape



Dimensions

Full specifications can be found in the installation manual. All Dimensions are in Millimetre

950 ASPECT

950 LT

A B C D E F G H I J

319 848 590 793 810 304 219 100 593 118

319 697 320 640 540 304 219 100 323 119

119

DIMENSIONS (MM)

1650 LANDSCAPE 319 1628 360 1573 581 304 219 100 363 119

1250 LANDSCAPE 319 1219 360 1164 581 304 219 100 363

950 LANDSCAPE 319 847 360 780 564 304 219 100 363 119

2000 LANDSCAPE 319 1979 360 1923 581 304 219 100 363 119

Configuration options

2600 LANDSCAPE 319 2568 360 2514 581 304 219 100 363 119
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